INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR MINI COOPER BOOT/ROOF STRIPES
A professional installation is recommended as we are not responsible for errant installations.
This installation is the same as for the bonnet. Follow the same instructions regarding surface preparation and placement.
Ensure that measurements are accurate and equal from the center mark of the boot to the edge of each stripe.
The boot and roof stripes are cut longer than will be needed. There should be plenty of extra material should you decide to extend the
stripe down the boot to the base of the MINI.
You may cut away the area around the “COOPER” emblem, or heat the letters off the paint. We find that cutting gently, carefully,
and symmetrically around the letters looks good.
Wrapping the squeegee in a soft cotton cloth will ensure no scratches form on the surface of the stripe.

¼” BORDER ACCENT STRIPING INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
vinyl accent striping is better than printed striping because it resists fading and discoloration much better than
graphic striping. The accent striping has not been attached. Better adhesion is attained by installing them after the base stripe has
been applied.
1. Apply the accent stripes over the existing stripe for best adhesion. Application surface must be cleaned of all wax, oil and
grease.
2. Remove release liner exposing adhesive.
3. Position striping, being careful not to stretch the vinyl.
4. Press striping onto the application surface, then go over entire stripe with a soft cloth or squeegee to ensure bond.
5. Carefully remove the clear pre-mask by pulling parallel with the stripe.
To ensure a permanent bonding, allow at least 72 hours in direct sunlight before washing or waxing.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE
No waxing of the decal is necessary, you have purchased a quality product, wash the decal as you would the rest
of your vehicle using automotive car wash solution.

